Stylelite polishing &
surface hardness
StyleLite® is the ultra high gloss
acrylic lamination product for
all door, drawer or furniture
construction, - and with its
mirror-like appearance it will
really turn heads.

scratch resistant over the first few days of
exposure after the masking film is removed.
When compared to other leading brands
StyleLite achieves the 2H level of scratch
resistance 40% faster. StyleLite achieves the
superior 3H hardness level in only 3 days after
initial polish.
The StyleLite high gloss surface becomes
more scratch resistant over the first few days
after the protective film is removed.

StyleLite faced laminated boards are supplied
ready to fabricate and feature a tough,
protective masking film.

This process can be accelerated by an initial
polishing procedure which will ensure the
maximum scratch resistance is achieved in
the shortest possible time. For best results
we recommend the following polishes:
Vuplex, Novus #1 ultra gloss super polish,
Plexus plastic polish.

The masking film should only be removed once
the fabrication and installation is complete.
When the film is removed a small amount of
invisible adhesive residue is left behind and
we recommend this residue is removed by
lightly buffing with a suitable plastic polish.
This initial polishing process also provides
additional protection to the surface from
scratching or scuffing.
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SPRAY PLASTIC POLISH

StyleLite is harder, more scratch resistant,
and ultra high gloss - Plus being able to
cure faster than other products makes
StyleLite the ideal lamination panel for all
your decor needs.

All quality brands of acrylic faced high gloss
decorative sheet get harder and more
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StyleLite is harder,
more scratch
resistant, & ultra
high gloss which
makes it the ideal
lamination panel for
your decor needs
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For more information on this or any
other fact sheet please visit -

stylelite-aca.com
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